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PRÓIS® HUNTING AND FIELD APPARELʼS ULTRA SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT —
THE PERFECT ACTIVE PERFORMANCE TEE FOR THE HUNTRESS ON THE MOVE

Serious female hunters look to the experts at Próis® Hunting and Field Apparel to design high-performance huntwear
that is supremely comfortable and functional in the field.  So Próis is proud to offer its Ultra Short Sleeve Shirt, the all-
around versatile hunting tee that blends the athletic performance features of a running shirt with the concealment
needed when in hot pursuit for a trophy.

Designed for women by women, Próis has literally thought of every technical design element to make this shirt a staple
in your hunting wardrobe.  The Próis Ultra Short Sleeve Shirtʼs versatility allows you to wear it alone while stalking
plains game on a hot summer day or as a base layer under a Próis vest or jacket when cooler weather rolls in.  Your
game is on the move, and so are you, and the shirtʼs lightweight, athletic cut and fit allows it to seamlessly – and silently
— move right along with you.  Itʼs constructed with breathable, 100% polyester birds eye wicking fabric, which actively
wicks moisture away from your skin through the fabric, helping you stay cool, dry and comfortable – especially when the
hunt heats up.

Próis never wants you to settle for downsized menswear or upsized childrenʼs gear, which is why the Ultra Short Sleeve
Shirt is tailor-made to fit the female form.  Plus, youʼll stay undetected when tracking down your next big trophy thanks
to the teeʼs available camo patterns: Realtree AP HD® or Advantage Max-1 HD®.

The Próis Ultra Short Sleeve Shirt is ultra soft and snag resistant and comes in a wide range of sizes from XS through
XL, to provide an ideal fit for hunters of any size.  The garment is machine washable and proudly made in the U.S.A.

For more information about the new Próis Ultra Short Sleeve Shirt, or to learn more about the company_s innovative
line of serious, high-performance huntwear for real women, contact: Próis Hunting and Field Apparel, 28001-B US
Highway 50, Gunnison, CO 81230 · (970) 641-3355 · Or visit www.proishunting.com. To check out the latest updates
on Próis field and pro staff and company news, visit the Próis blog at www.proishunting.com/community. Like usʼ on
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prois-Hunting-Field-Apparel-for-Women/110925409020195. Follow Próis on
Twitter: twitter.com/ProisHunting.
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